Introduction to the
Sustainable Funding Project
at Bank Street College of Education
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Expected Impacts of Sustainable Funding for Quality Preparation
Districts

Aspiring Teachers

Providers

Recurring costs associated with
rapid teacher turnover—
recruitment, personnel processing,
and certification tracking—
would decrease.

New teachers could afford to join the
profession through an intensive, extended
clinical residency that prepares them to
succeed from day one in the classroom.

Providers would have stable cohorts
of teacher candidates and would
become partners in districts’ teacher
development philosophy and strategy.

Schools

Students & Families

Communities

The teacher development continuum
would offer meaningful leadership and
learning opportunities for all teachers,
building a stable, professional culture
in schools.

Students would have less need for
remediation (summer school, retention,
tutoring), and the achievement gap
would diminish.

Taxpayers would realize long-term
savings and increased quality of life
for their communities.
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Our Teacher Preparation Vision
In every state, in every district, the norm is for candidates to matriculate through high-quality, sustainably funded
preparation programs.

High-Quality
Principle #1
Preparation providers ensure teacher
candidates are diverse, committed,
and effective.

Principle #2
Preparation providers ensure teacher
candidates understand human
development, content, and pedagogy.

Sustainably Funded
Secure
Money streams withstand leadership
changes.

Public
Access to dollars doesn’t rely on grants,
philanthropy, or individual funding.

Principle #3
Clinical practice offers year-long preservice co-teaching (“residencies”)
in an effective environment.

Principle #4
Districts and providers have deep
partnerships that meet candidates’
and students’ needs.

Adequate
Funding allows candidates to fully
engage in their learning experiences,
mentors to focus on their roles, and
districts and providers to deliver
quality programs.

Students’ Financial Barriers: A Root Cause
Nationally

70%
40%
76%
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of college students work to support themselves.
of undergraduates work more than 30 hours/week.
of graduate students work more than 30 hours/week.
of those working are also supporting children.

In a survey of teacher candidates
259/700 graduate students responded (37% response rate) at a large university in an urban district

91%
69%
82%
83%

of respondents work
work 40+ hours/week
said it would be impossible to complete a full-time,
one-semester placement
said a full-time co-teaching placement would have
prepared them better than the experience they had

Clarifying Federal Policy
The SFP engaged the U.S. DOE to clarify guidance around allowable use of federal dollars for
high-quality preparation programs.
Prior Challenges
U.S. DOE guidance on Title II has for years focused on “recruiting” and “retaining”
teachers, which, in practice, was interpreted as excluding preparation efforts.
The ESSA included residencies as part of a small, 2% optional state set-aside
for specialised academies, which could limit broader clinical practice shifts.

Successful Shifts
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U.S. DOE guidance on Title
II now approves expenditures
to prepare quality teachers.

Recently released guidance
2 includes
residencies as eligible
for all Title II teacher funds,
not just academies.

Guidance now clarifies that
3 schoolwide
programs can pool
dollars from IDEA, ESEA,
Perkins, and other sources to
implement effective school
improvement models—
including residencies.

Ways to Build a Funding Pool
Turnover savings
Subbing savings
Quick entry savings
Higher education
provides PD

Resident stipends
Mentor teacher stipends
Program staffing
Training for mentors
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Reallocating Quick-Entry Funding to a Residency Program
Definition: Quick-Entry
Pathways aspiring teachers
can take that require little or
no clinical practice before
becoming a teacher of record.

Many districts rely on quick-entry programs to fill teaching vacancies, but these teachers often have little
preparation for taking over a classroom. Districts can reduce dependence on quick-entry programs and
prepare teachers to teach effectively on day one by using gap funding to support an initial cohort of residents,
decreasing teaching vacancies and moving towards a pipeline of quality, home-grown teachers.

Year 1
A district starts to
conceptualize this
model knowing that

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Teaching:

Teaching:

Teaching:

Teaching:

Teaching:

100 quick-entry

75 quick-entry
25 residency-trained

50 quick-entry
50 residency-trained

25 quick-entry
75 residency-trained

100 residencytrained

Preparing:

Preparing:

Preparing:

Preparing:

25 residents

50 residents

75 residents

100 residents

100 quick-entry
teachers will be filling
vacancies.

$

During transition,
we need to keep
100 teachers in
the classroom.
The district uses gap
funding for a yearly
additional cohort of

25 residents.

100
residents

Gap Funds:
25 residents

Rollover Funds:
25 residents

+25 residents

+25 residents

funded with dollars
rolled over from quickentry programs.

In 5 years, the district has transformed its teacher pipeline.
100 residency-trained teachers are in the classroom, 100 new residents are training alongside veteran
teachers to fill vacancies next year, and schools are no longer reliant on quick-entry programs.

Reallocate Resources to Fund a Residency Program
School districts can adjust existing funding streams to support teacher candidates during their residency year. In
partnership with a local insitute of higher education, districts can structure programs to include subbing days for
residents, afterschool classes taught by aspiring teachers, and opportunities for professional development and
co-teaching that benefit both candidates and mentor teachers. When a residency program is sustainably funded,
district, school, and preparation provider leadership see produtive collaboration between and within institutions.

An average-size district of
about 190 teachers spends
Sub

AT

PD

$400,000 on
substitute teachers
$660,000 on
assistant teachers

$2,250,000 on
prof. development
$220,000 on
after school

If that average-size district reallocates...

20%
10%

of its substitute budget

10%
10%

of its prof. development budget

of its assistant teacher budget

of its after school budget

[ $80,000 ]
[ $66,000 ]
[ $225,000 ]
[ $22,000 ]

...$393,000 will be available to fund residencies.

At $15,000 per resident, the district could
fund 26 residents.

“Banking” Substitute Teacher Dollars Model
There is an opportunity for districts to save dollars spent on substitute teachers, after school, or assistant teachers by having teaching candidates fill these roles
during their preparation, while the district ‘banks’ those saved dollars toward the living stipend to be paid to the teacher candidate during their residency year.

A 4-year undergraduate teacher preparation program runs for 36 weeks total, over the
course of two semesters that are aligned with the K-12 calendar. Requirements for the local
district state that substitute teachers must have a minimum of 60 college credits.

Junior Year

Senior Year

At a sub rate of $80/day,
those 118 days total

Candidates
substitute...

$9,440

Candidates
substitute...

5
days

2
days

5
days

before the start
of the semester
per week during
the semester

1
day

per week and coteach the
remaining 4 days

that the district “banks” to
create a pool of money used
to support residents.

Residency

after the end
of the semester

82
subbing days

+

36
subbing days

=

118
days of “banked”
sub dollars

Candidates complete
a full-time, year-long
residency in a school

with financial support.
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Funding Quality Teacher Preparation Programs

Temple Teacher
Residency
Boettcher Teacher
Residency
residents

Since 2009, the teacher quality partnership
(TQP) grant program has funded 68 projects
with a total of $560,000,000 for 5-year
initiatives to create model urban & rural
teacher preparation programs.

per resident

Focus on
earth science

Focus on
middle grades

Focus on
STEM

$ 15,000

45 residents

53 residents

195

2014 &2016 TQP award locations

Teacher Residency
Partnership for
Preparing and
Supporting New
Earth Science
Teachers

$

42,000

per resident

22 TQP awards granted in 2014
and 2016 will fund 3,039 new
teachers nationwide, at an
average cost of $46,951 per
resident.

$

118,000

per resident

3,039

new teachers

$ 46,951
per resident
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Helping Partnerships Build Cost-Efficient Models
The Sustainable Funding Project worked on a recent federal grant that proposed residency programs
at nine different institutes of higher education in eight states. All sites worked with one or more local
districts to develop a fully funded, year-long, pre-service residency for teacher candidates, including
training, mentor development, stipends, and tuition considerations. Each site committed to
decreasing costs over the five-year grant period and sustaining the program beyond the funding term.
The following analysis is drawn from the grant proposal’s budget and narrative.
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institutes of
higher education

10
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urban districts
rural districts

74

participating
schools

74

average percent
FRPL-eligible

Annual Educator & Resident Costs with TQP Comparison
$50,000

$40,000

$30,000

$20,000

$10,000

What about New York State?
More authentic,
"active" roles for
candidates

Regulations

Tighter links between
coursework and
practice

Education/
engagement

Funding support

Deeper role for
mentors
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Your questions?
Your thoughts?
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Questions? Comments?
Karen DeMoss, kdemoss@bankstreet.edu

Sign up for project reports and updates at
www.bankstreet.edu/sfp.
Email us at sfp@bankstreet.edu.
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